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Purpose: To develop a MRI acquisition and reconstruction framework for volu-
metric cine visualisation of the fetal heart and great vessels in the presence of
maternal and fetal motion.
Methods: Four-dimensional depiction was achieved using a highly-accelerated
multi-planar real-time balanced steady state free precession acquisition com-
bined with retrospective image-domain techniques for motion correction, car-
diac synchronisation and outlier rejection. The framework was evaluated and
optimisedusing a numerical phantom, andevaluated in a studyof 20mid- to late-
gestational age human fetal subjects. Reconstructed cine volumes were evalu-
ated by experienced cardiologists and compared with matched ultrasound. A
preliminary assessment offlow-sensitive reconstruction using the velocity infor-
mation encoded in the phase of dynamic images is included.
Results: Reconstructed cine volumes could be visualised in any 2D plane with-
out theneed for highly-specific scanplaneprescriptionprior to acquisitionor for
maternal breath hold to minimise motion. Reconstruction was fully automated
aside from user-specified masks of the fetal heart and chest. The framework
proved robust when applied to fetal data and simulations confirmed that spatial
and temporal features could be reliably recovered. Expert evaluation suggested
the reconstructed volumes can be used for comprehensive assessment of the fe-
tal heart, either as an adjunct to ultrasound or in combination with other MRI
techniques.
Conclusion: The proposed methods show promise as a framework for motion-
compensated 4D assessment of the fetal heart and great vessels.
K E YWORD S
cardiacMRI, fetal imaging, congenital heart disease, motion correction, 4D
reconstruction
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1 | INTRODUCTION
Fetal cardiacMRI has been limited by the challenges associatedwith imaging a small, rapidly beating heart that is subject
to various regular and spontaneous movements within the maternal torso[1, 2]. However, as motion-tolerant fetal
cardiacMRmethods are introduced [3, 4] there is an increasing capacity forMRI to visualise the fetal heart and great
vessels. The success of retrospective methods for high-resolution 3D depiction of the fetal brain[5, 6] suggests the
potential of this approach for 4D reconstruction of the fetal heart in the presence of motion, allowing for robust cardiac
evaluation.
Recent published studies have taken advantage of the flexibility of continuous golden angle radial sampling and
the resolution that can be achievedwith segmented cine imaging using compressed sensing for 2D imaging of the fetal
heart [7, 8, 9], with impressive results. In-planemotion-correction in k-space is possible with this approach [3], however
through-plane fetal andmaternal movements cannot currently be corrected and in-planemotion across the entire field
of viewmust be dealt with prior to or during cineMR image reconstruction.
This work builds on themotion-tolerant image-domain cine reconstruction framework previously described for 2D
cardiac fetal imaging [4] andmethods for 3D image volume reconstruction [5], with the aim of developing an acquisition
and reconstruction approach to generate a cine volume (4D) representation of the fetal cardiovascular anatomy in
utero from 2Dmulti-planar dynamic (real-time)MR images, without the need for maternal breath-hold or significant
manual processing. Whole heart coverage presents challenges beyond 2D imaging, as motion must be corrected or
compensated and the cardiac cycle synchronised for all acquired data is needed to allow for volumetric reconstruction.
In this work, 4D capability was achieved using amulti-planar real-time acquisition combinedwith retrospective
image-domain techniques for motion correction, cardiac synchronisation and outlier rejection. Preliminary results
showed the proposed frameworkwas capable of reconstructing 4D cine volumes from dynamicMR images acquired
without maternal breath-hold and without requiring precise scan plane prescription during acquisition [10]. In this
work, the frameworkwas validated using numerically simulated cardiacMRI data and evaluated in a study of twenty
human fetal subjects. A preliminary assessment of velocity-sensitive reconstruction was also performed.
2 | METHODS
The proposed framework for 4Dwhole-heart reconstruction is shown in Figure 1 and consists of motion correction
using ’static’ temporal mean images to achieve rough spatial alignment, followed by cardiac synchronisation and further
motion correction using dynamic images, and concluding with a final 4D reconstruction including outlier rejection. The
symbols used to denote the acquired dynamicMR images and reconstructed volume throughout this manuscript follow
the convention commonly used for slice-to-volume reconstruction (SVR) methods [5, 6], which differs from those used
previously to describe the purely 2D cine framework [4].
2.1 | Multi-Planar DynamicMRI
Multi-planar data was acquired in stacks of parallel slices, as in previous SVR reconstruction studies[5]. Stacks were
acquired in multiple orientations to ensure full coverage of cardiac anatomy, and for each slice a series of real time
images (or frames) was obtained, thus ensuring dense sampling in both space and time. Fetal andmaternal movement
were expected to cause shifting of the fetal heart relative to the imaging field of view. These shifts can be large on the
pixel scale and in any direction.
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F IGURE 1 Framework for 4D cine volume
reconstruction, consisting of (a) acquisition and
reconstruction of multi-planar dynamic 2DMRI; (b) an
initial motion correction stage to achieve rough spatial
alignment of the fetal heart using temporal mean
(i.e., static) images for stack-stack registration followed
by slice-volume registration interleavedwith static
volume (3D) reconstruction; (c) cardiac
synchronisation, including heart rate estimation and
slice-slice cardiac cycle alignment; and (d) further
motion-correction using dynamic image frames
interleavedwith 4D reconstruction; and (e) a final 4D
cine reconstruction, including outlier rejection.
User-specified ROIs, and identification of a target stack
for stack-stack registration are the only manual
preparations required for reconstruction.
The acquired data form a set of Nk dynamic MR image frames, Y = {Yk }k=1,...,Nk , where each frame has an
associated acquisition time tk and consists of elements yj k at 2D spatial coordinates indexed by j . Subsets ofY for a
single slice are defined asYl = {Yk }k ∈slicel where parallelYl form a stack.
In the previous 2D+time framework [4] dynamicMR imageswere reconstructed using k-t SENSE [11] with spatially-
adaptive regularisation to preserve the full temporal resolution of the accelerated acquisition. These complex-valued
dynamic images were then combined as cine image series using robust statistics based on complex-valued errors to
suppress voxels corrupted by artefact. This was possible because the phase of the complex-valued dynamic images
was fairly consistent in a single slice. However, in this 4D framework, the phase of the dynamic images is inconsistent
due to changes in slice orientation and position. As a result, these complex-valued images cannot be directly combined
as a coherent complex-valued volume and magnitude-valued images were used. Consequently, magnitude-valued
images from a k-t SENSE reconstruction were used to simplify the volume reconstruction methods and focus on
the key challenge of locating slices in 3D space and time to reconstruct cine volumetric representations of the fetal
cardiovascular system.
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Motion correction, cardiac synchronisation and volume reconstruction were all performed on a region of inter-
est (ROI) centred on the fetal heart. In this work static ROIs covering the heart, great vessels and arterial arches were
manually prescribed for each slice l . A fetal chest volume of interest and target stack used for motion correction were
also user-specified. These were the only manual preparations required.
2.2 | Volume Reconstruction
Reconstruction of a 4D cine volume from 2DMR images requires information about the spatial and temporal position of
the heart in each acquired 2D image frame. While the slice position and acquisition times are known, the relative spatial
displacement due to fetal-maternal motion and the cardiac phase are not. However, if the spatial and temporal positions
can be accurately estimated, the spatial location of the image frames can be transformed using rigid transformation
matricesA = {Ak }k=1,...,Nk , assuming rigid-body displacement, and acquisition times can bemapped to cardiac phases,
θ = {θk }k=1,...,Nk , with θk defined on a cyclic interval [0, 2pi].
Image domain volume reconstruction is based on forwardmodelling of the image acquisition process, with volume
reconstruction formulated as the solution to an inverse problem. In this work the aim was to recover a volumetric
representation the beating fetal heart. TheMR image acquisition model previously used for static anatomy [5] was
modified to include a temporal component, assuming the periodicmotion of the cardiac anatomy can be characterised by
a cardiac phase so that all acquired dynamic images can be combined as a single cardiac cycle. ThisMR image acquisition
model describes the relationship betweenMR image frames, Yk , and a high resolution cine volume,X = {Xh }h=1,...,Nh ,
with three spatial dimensions and a fourth periodic temporal dimension,
Yk =
∑
h
WhkXh (1)
where Xh has elements xi h for spatial index i and temporal index h corresponding to cardiac phasesϑ = {ϑh }h=1,...,Nh ,
andmatricesWhk are the product of a spatial weight,Mk , and a temporal weight, d hk , so thatw hk
i j
= d hkmk
i j
. Each row
ofMk is made of coefficients {mk
i j
}i=1,...,Ni that relate the spatial locations of cine volumeX andMR image frame Yk ,
taking in to account spatial blurring and down-sampling, as well as themovement defined by spatial transformation
Ak . A point spread function (PSF), determined by the MR acquisition, forms the basis for Whk . The spatial in-plane
and through-plane PSFwere approximated as Gaussian [5, 12], while the temporal PSF for the band-limited k-t SENSE
reconstruction was a sinc [4].
An initial estimate ofXwas obtained by PSF-weighted interpolation of the scattered data [5, 13]. The error between
acquired image frames and the image frames predicted by the acquisition model (Eq. 1), given an estimate of X, was
calculated as
e j k = y
∗
j k −
∑
j
∑
k
w hki j xi j , (2)
where y ∗
j k
are the elements of acquired image frames intensity-matched to account for variation in signal scaling and
differential bias fields [5]. Robust statistics were employed on both a voxel- and image frame-wise basis to reduce the
impact of data corrupted by artefact or beingmisplaced in space or time. The probabilities of a voxel, pvoxel
j k
, or image
frame, p frame
k
, being an inlier rather than outlier were combined as p j k = pvoxelj k p framek .
PSF-weighted interpolation leads to blurring in the reconstructed volume due to the thick slices of the acquired
images. However, super-resolution (SR) methods [5, 6] can be used to recover a high-resolution volume. This was
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accomplished using gradient descent tominimise the error in Eq. 2 by solving
X = argmin
X
©­«
∑
j
∑
k
p j k
e j k 22 + λR (X)ª®¬ , (3)
which includes a spatial edge-preserving regularisation term, R (X), to stabilise the reconstruction and a regularisation
controlling parameter, λ. Intensity matching, bias correction, robust statistics andXwere updated at each iteration [5].
2.3 | Motion Correction
To achieve the spatial coherence required for volume reconstruction, rigid body image registrationwas used to estimate
transformationsA that align dynamic image framesYwith cine volumeX. Registration was performed in three stages to
facilitate convergence, as depicted in Figure 1. The temporal mean of all dynamic images in a slice, Yl , was used as a
static reference free from cardiac pulsation. Use of static images for the initial stages of motion correction allowed for
gross spatial alignment, facilitating cardiac synchronisation between slices and providing an initial estimate ofA prior to
motion correction of individual image frames.
Stacks were first aligned by volumetric registration with a target stack as in other volume reconstruction work [5,
12, 13], using static temporal mean imagesY.
Using the transformations estimated by stack-stack registration, an initial static volumewas reconstructed fromY
and then each slice Yl was registered to the volume. Interleaved volume reconstruction and slice-volume registration
was repeated over multiple iterations to establish slice-wise alignment.
Frame-wise spatial alignment was performed following cardiac synchronisation. An initial cine volumewas recon-
structed using estimated cardiac phases, θ, and slice-wise transformations,A. Subsequently, frame-volume registration
was performed between each dynamic image frame, Yk and the cine volume frame, Xh , with matched cardiac phase,
i.e., θh = ϑk , followed by cine volume reconstruction using the estimated frame-wise transformations. Interleaved 4D
reconstruction and frame-volume registration was repeated over multiple iterations.
Displacement was used to assess the change in position of the voxels inY subject to estimated transformationsA.
Global displacement, disp(A), was calculated as
disp(A) =
∑
k
∑
j dist
(
yj k ,Ak (yj k ))∑
k N j
, (4)
where dist (yj k ,Ak (yj k )) is the spatial distance between the original position of voxel yj k and the position of yj k
transformed by Ak . Similarly, deviation from the average slice transformation was used to assess the dispersion of
estimated transformations. Global deviation, dev(A), was calculated as
dev(A) =
∑
k
∑
j dist
(Al (yj k ),Ak (yj k ))∑
k N j
, (5)
where the average slice transformation, Al , is the p frame-weighted Frechét mean [14]. Slice-wise deviation, dev(Al ), was
calculated from Eq. 5 by restricting the summations to image frames k acquired at slice location l .
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2.4 | Cardiac Synchronisation
The cardiac phase of each image framemust be known for the data to be combined as a single cardiac cycle. The heart
rate was first estimated independently for each slice and then the cardiac cycle was synchronised between slices, as
shown in Figure 2.
A heart ratewas estimated for each slice from the temporal frequency spectrum, i.e., the temporal Fourier transform
of the dynamic image series, by identifying themaxima in the spatial mean of the temporal frequency spectrum in the
fetal heart ROI [4] (Fig. 2a). Displacement of the heart and variation of the fetal heart rate resulted in diminished peaks
in the temporal frequency spectra (Fig. 2b). Unreliable heart rate estimates were identified as those with peak height or
widthmore than three normal standard deviations from themedian, estimated from themedian absolute deviation [15].
Excluded estimates were replaced by the linear interpolation of the heart rates in temporally adjacent slices within the
same stack.
F IGURE 2 Cardiac synchronisation in healthy
30+3 week gestational age fetus. Heart rate estimation:
(a) Temporal mean image, Yl , for a slice with little
motion (dev(Al ) = 1.5mm) with ROI over the fetal
heart (dotted yellow line), rotated to show the fetus in
radiographic orientation, and plot of temporal frequency
spectrum (spatial mean in the fetal heart ROI of the
temporal Fourier transform of the dynamic image series)
showing a clear maxima in the range of expected heart
rates (grey band, 110–180 bpm). Peak height (light blue
vertical line) andwidth (dark blue horizontal line) are
shown. (b) Fetal movement during the acquisition of a
different slice from the same stack (dev(Al ) = 9.4mm)
leads to blurring in the temporal mean image, as well as a
lower and broader peak in the temporal frequency
spectrum. Unreliable heart rates, such as (b), were
interpolated from temporally adjacent slices in the same
stack. Slice-slice synchronisation: (c) Single frame of the
cine,Xl , corresponding to slice shown in (a) and
(d) volumeweights, Vl , (blue region), as in-plane and
orthogonal through-plane views showing intersection
with a slice from a different stack (red region). Slice-slice
cardiac synchronisation was performed by temporally
aligning the cardiac cycles betweenXl constructed from
Yl while using volumeweights,Vl , to determine the
overlap between slices.
The cardiac cycle was synchronised across slices by estimating a temporal offset for each slice that aligns the
pulsation of the heart in overlapping slices. To determine the overlap between slices in 3D space, dynamicMR images
were cast as cines in volume space. Specifically, a cine volume,Xl , was reconstructed for each slice, l , from the dynamic
images in that slice,Yl . Volumeweights,Vl , representing theweighted contribution of the image frames acquired at
slice location l in volume space, vi hl = ∑j ∑k ∈slicel w hki j , were used to determine the spatial intersection of slices. The
overlap between slice l and slice l ′ (Fig. 2d) was calculated as∑i ∑h vi hl vi hl ′ .
Applying a temporal offset, θoffset
l
, toXl was achieved by applying a cyclic Fourier time shift,ϕθoffset ( ), i.e., addition
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of a linear phase in the temporal frequency domain. Aligning the cardiac cycles of all the slices was equivalent to
determining {θoffset
l
}l=1...N l that maximised the overlap-weighted similarity between all ϕθoffset
l
(Xl ). A group-wise
optimisation was computationally intensive in practice, so a bootstrap approach was adopted instead, where one
temporal offset was estimated at each iteration, i.e.,
argmin
θoffset
l
−
∑
l ′∈{l ′′}
∑
i
∑
h vi hl vi hl ′ ρ
(
ϕ
θoffset
l
(Xl ) ,ϕθoffset
l ′
(Xl ′ )
)
∑
i
∑
h vi hl vi hl ′
, (6)
where similarity measure ρ( ) is Pearson’s correlation and { l”} is a set of target slices. The slice l ′ with the greatest
overlap with all other slices was assigned θoffset
l ′ = 0, and used as an initial target slice. A different slice with the
greatest overlap with l ′ was then identified and θoffset
l
was estimated by Eq. 6 and cardiac phases were adjusted as
θk = (θk + θoffsetl ) mod 2pi . This slice was then added to the set of fixed target slices {l ′′ } and the process was repeated
using the next slice with the greatest overlap with {l ′′ }. This continued until all θoffset
l
were estimated.
2.5 | Fetal Study
Multi-planar dynamicMR imaging was acquired in a cohort of eleven consecutive singleton pregnancies as part of a
larger research project when examination time permitted acquisition of aminimumof three stacks with a combined
total of at least thirty slices to ensure good coverage of cardiovascular anatomy. The cases in this initial cohort were
used for method development and evaluation. Subsequently, data was acquired in a second cohort of nine fetuses, eight
singleton and one twin pregnancy (ID13), at the discretion of the attending cardiologist without a physicist present at
the examination to facilitate robust stack prescription. These cases were used to assess the utility of themethods. Fetal
subjects ranged from 23 to 33weeks gestational age. The study was conducted with the approval of the local research
ethics committee and all participants gavewritten informed consent prior to enrolment. Details of all fetal cases are
listed in Table 1, comprising three healthy cases and seventeenwith cardiac anomalies.
2.5.1 | Imaging
Stacks of multi-planar dynamic images were acquired on a 1.5 T IngeniaMR system (Philips, Netherlands) using a 2D
balanced steady state free precession (bSSFP) sequence. Highly-precise scan plane prescription was not required, as
specific views could be later obtained from the reconstructed 4D data. However, to achieve a good distribution of scan
plane orientations, the first three stacks were prescribed roughly transverse, sagittal and coronal to the fetal trunk
for all cases in cohort 1, with additional stacks prescribed in scanner transverse, sagittal, or coronal planes. In-plane
rotation was used to reduce the size of the field of view in the phase encode direction while avoiding alignment of
pulsatile maternal anatomy (e.g., maternal descending aorta) with the fetal heart in the phase encode direction to avoid
complications in the k-t SENSE reconstruction.
Sequence parameters were selected to balance competing goals of good signal and high spatio-temporal resolution
with full coverage of the fetomaternal anatomy in the field of view, minimal scan time and safety constraints. Scanner
operation was constrained to ensure fetal and maternal safety with respect to specific absorption rate (whole body
SAR<2.0W/kg [16]), peripheral nerve stimulation (lowPNSmode), and soundpressure level (SPL <85dB(A), accounting
for >30 dB attenuation in utero [17]). While necessary, safety constraints placed a limit on scanner performance and,
consequently, achievable resolution and image quality.
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TABLE 1 Fetal study subjects.
ID GA Reason for Scan No. Stacks No. Slices US
Cohort 1
01 32+1 dilated aortic root 5 37 *
02 30+3 volunteer 5 37 *
03 24+6 volunteer 5 45 *
04 29+6 right aortic arch 6 54
05 31+0 ventricular diverticulum 6 55 *
06 32+3 right aortic arch 6 75
07 31+4 double aortic arch 4 44
08 32+2 right aortic arch 4 42 *
09 28+0 volunteer 5 51 *
10 31+4 double aortic arch 3 35 *
11 33+2 cardiac tumour 4 42
Cohort 2
12 32+0 interrupted aortic arch 3 25
13 30+5 cardiac tumour 3 39
14 31+3 common arterial trunk 3 33
15 30+4 transposition of the great arteries 4 45
16 31+6 right aortic arch 4 23
17 31+4 dextrocardia 3 34
18 23+5 partial anomalous pulmonary venous return 3 33
19 32+1 dilated ascending aorta 3 33
20 32+4 right aortic arch 3 33
ID, fetal case number;GA, gestational age in weeks+days;No. Stacks, number of acquired multi-planar dynamicMRI
stacks; No. Slices, number of slices acquired across all stacks; US, matched 2D and STIC ultrasound data acquired
within three days ofMRI examination;Cohort 1, eleven consecutive singletons scanned for method development and
evaluation;Cohort 2, eight singletons and one twin scanned for clinical assessment.
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Multi-planar bSSFP data were collected with regular Cartesian k-t undersampling [18] using the following default
parameters: TR/TE 3.8/1.9ms, flip angle 60°, FOV400×304mm, voxel size 2.0×2.0×6.0mm, 8× acceleration, 72ms tem-
poral resolution, 96 images per slice, slice overlap2–3mm. A steady statewas establishedusing anα/2-TR/2preparation
pulse [19] and dummy excitations. Coil calibration data were acquired in a scan immediately preceding themulti-planar
acquisition, and low spatial-resolution training data was acquired immediately following the under-sampled data. Ac-
quisition of a typical stack took 155 s. In some cases the default FOVwas either decreased or increased in the phase
encode direction to accommodatematernal anatomy, with a proportional change in the temporal resolution (cohort 1
median decrease 7.6ms, median increase 3.8ms).
Ultrasound (US) examinations were performed in seven cases in cohort 1, as indicated in Table 1, using an EPIQ
V7G systemwith C9-2 curved array, V6-2 curved volume and X6-1matrix array transducers (Philips, Netherlands). The
echocardiography protocol included comprehensive 2DM-mode imaging as well as B-mode sweeps covering the fetal
trunk that were used to produce 4D Spatio-Temporal Image Correlation (STIC) volumes [20].
2.5.2 | Reconstruction
All k-t SENSE reconstructions were performed in MATLAB (Mathworks, USA), with additional functionality from
ReconFrame3.0.535 (GyroTools, Switzerland) to place the data in a common3D space. Slice-slice synchronisation (Eq. 6)
was achieved by constrained non-linearmultivariateminimisation using the interior point approach implemented in
MATLAB’s Optimisation Toolbox.
Volume reconstruction was performed using the Image Registration Toolkit (BioMedIA, UK), building on the frame-
work implementedbyKuklisova et al. [5]with additional functionality for dynamic data. Reconstructionparameterswere
based on those previously described [5], and validated for this work using simulation experiments. Volume reconstruc-
tion was performed at a spatial resolution of 1.25mm, or 5/8 of the actual acquired in-plane resolution, similar to the
ratio used for reconstruction of fetal brainMRI [5], and a temporal resolution corresponding toNh = 25 cardiac phases,
to provide frame-volume registration targets across the entire cardiac cycle. A user-specified volume of interest cover-
ing the fetal chest was used for slice-volume registration, making use of the anatomy surrounding the heart to facilitate
the registration process, while user-specified2D fetal heart ROIswere combined as a volume and used for frame-volume
registration. Reconstruction code can be found at github.com/mriphysics/fetal_cmr_4d (SHA1:b6c94f073c).
2.5.3 | Evaluation
Whole-heart 4D cine volumeswere assessed by expert cardiacMRI readers to establish the quality of the reconstruction
method. Three observers (DL, KP,MvP) with four, seven, and one years experience reading cardiacMRI, respectively,
were asked to independently navigate the reconstructed volumes using theMedical Image Interaction ToolkitWork-
bench (DKFZ, Germany) and score them in eleven categories, based on the segmental approach to defining cardiac
anatomy and pathology [2, 21, 22]. Data was presented to the reviewers without context, though the reviewersmay
have been present at the time of scanning andmay have recalled unique cases. A five-point scale was used for scoring,
as follows:
4: high image quality and distinct appearance of cardiac structures;
3: adequate image quality to determinemost details;
2: sufficient image quality to determine some details;
1: poor image quality with significant lack of detail; and
0: inadequate image quality to visualize any cardiac structure.
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Ultrasound images acquired during the broader research project were used for qualitative comparisonwith 4D cine
volumes in cases wherematched data were available.
2.6 | Simulation
Anumerically simulated phantomwas used to optimise and evaluate the proposedmethods under controlled conditions,
as demonstrated in Figure 3. The MRXCAT phantom [23] was used to generate a cine volume scaled to the size of
the fetal heart,χ, with high spatio-temporal resolution (0.44mm isotropic, 25 cardiac phases) and tissue properties
adapted to the in utero environment, i.e., the signal of air in the lungs, trachea and the space surrounding the body in the
postnatal simulation were replacedwith the signal characteristics of amniotic fluid.
F IGURE 3 Simulation data used to optimise and evaluate the proposedmethods. (a) DynamicMR image frame of
the heart in an early third trimester fetus (top left), acquired during the fetal study, showingmisalignment of slices due
to fetal movement in the through-plane views (bottom and right). (b) High spatio-temporal resolution cine volume
generated from numerical phantom of beating fetal heart, shown in orthogonal planes as in (a), with line profile (yellow
dashed line) showing contraction and dilation of left (LV) and right (RV) ventricles across the phases (ϑ) of the cardiac
cycle. (c) Simulatedmulti-planar dynamicMR images derived from numerical phantom in (b) with resolution, receiver
noise andmotion similar to the in uteroMRI in (a). (d) Cine volume reconstructed from simulatedMRI data using the
known cardiac phase and spatial transformation of each dynamicMR image frame.
DynamicMR images with 0.5mm in-plane resolution and 6mm through-plane resolution were generated fromχ
using Eq. 1 and further down-sampled to 2mm in-plane resolution by truncating k-space while adding noise. Cardiac
phases and displacements were based on in uteromeasurements of the fetal heart made during the fetal study. Trans-
formationmatrices were scaled to change the amount of displacement by a scalar factor [24] to assess varying degrees
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of motion. Cine volumes were reconstructed from simulated dynamicMR images and the results were comparedwith
the ground truth data to evaluate the 4D reconstruction framework.
2.7 | Velocity-Sensitive Volume Reconstruction
Volume reconstruction from complex-valued dynamic images is not a straightforward extension of the proposed
framework, but has the potential to generate cine velocity volumes, i.e., 4D velocity maps, from the same data. Phase
contrast bSSFPmethods have been proposed [25], using the inherent velocity-sensitivity of the bSSFP sequence to
encode velocity in the phase images [26]. For complex-valued image frames, Y˜, the phase of an acquired voxel, ∠y˜j k ,
is the sum of a velocity-encoded phase,φj k , and background phase. The smoothly varying background phase can be
estimated by fitting a low-order polynomial to the phase in static tissues and subtracted from ∠y˜j k so that only φj k
remains [27]. Theφj k can then be related to the underlying velocity as
φj k = γ
(
υreadj k M read1 + υphasej k M
phase
1 + υ
slice
j k M
slice
1
)
(7)
where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, and υ are the velocities andM1 are the first moments of the gradient waveforms in
the readout, phase-encode and slice directions [25].
To reconstruct volumetric velocitymaps, the velocity-encoded phasewould need to be related to three-dimensional
space, and the image acquisition model (Eq. 1) would have to be adjusted to include velocity terms, precipitating a
number of changes to the framework. Instead, as a proof of principle, the framework was modified to reconstruct
complex-valued X˜. Background phase was removed from Y˜ by subtracting a third-order 3D polynomial fit to the phase
in static amniotic fluid and tissue in each acquired stack and a phase sign correction was applied to improve phase
consistency, so that the signs of allφj k were alignedwith the target stack. All steps in the framework were performed as
described previously, with themodification that real- and imaginary-valued cine volumeswere also generated separately
from the real and imaginary components of Y˜.
3 | RESULTS
Simulation experiments were used to evaluate the proposedmethod and select appropriate reconstruction parameters
(Supporting Figure S1). The volume reconstructed from simulatedMR images using the established parameters (Fig. 3d)
showed cardiac anatomy and pulsationmatching the numerically simulated cine volume, providing evidence of geo-
metric accuracy. However, there was some blurring in all reconstructed cine volumes compared to the high resolution
numerical phantom (Fig. 3b), due to the low spatio-temporal resolution sampling of the dynamic images, as well as signal
inhomogeneity within the blood pool in the heart.
Fetal results are summarised in Table 2, including expert scores as an indication of image quality. Cine volumes
were successfully reconstructed in all eleven fetal cases in the first cohort.
Reconstructed 4D cine volumes could be viewed in any arbitrary plane and at any phase in the cardiac cycle to
examine cardiovascular morphology and connectivity. An example is shown in Figure 4where the volume is viewed in
variety of double-oblique cardiac planes. The relative size of the chambers of the heart can be seen in horizontal long
axis (four chamber) and mid-short axis views, with dilation and contraction of the left (LV) and right (RV) ventricles
and left (LA) and right (RA) atria as the heart beats. Outflow tract and other off-axis views reveal arterial and venous
connections of the aorta (Ao), pulmonary artery (PA) and the superior (SVC) and inferior (IVC) vena cava, as well as the
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TABLE 2 Summary of fetal results.
ID Expert Score Heart Rate Transformations Outliers No. Frames
[0–4] [bpm] [mm] [% p < 0.5]
disp(A) dev(A) pvoxel p frame
Cohort 1
01 3.5 147 ± 5 4.6 1.1 0.4 5.7 3552
02 3.6 155 ± 7 5.2 1.7 0.5 9.4 3552
03 3.4 147 ± 6 7.7 1.3 1.1 7.4 3936
04 3.1 143 ± 7 11.2 1.8 0.4 21.6 3163
05 3.4 148 ± 11 12.2 2.3 0.4 10.4 5280
06 3.6 139 ± 4 7.6 1.3 0.5 15.6 6719
07 3.1 153 ± 8 8.4 2.3 0.5 28.3 3072
08 3.5 151 ± 5 4.9 1.2 0.4 20.2 3525
09 3.4 150 ± 5 2.8 1.0 1.0 7.7 4887
10 3.6 150 ± 3 4.7 1.3 0.8 4.6 3072
11 3.2 153 ± 7 5.8 2.0 1.5 43.7 4032
Median 3.4 150 ± 6 5.8 1.3 0.5 10.4 3552
Cohort 2
12 3.2 145 ± 19 7.8 3.0 0.3 27.1 2304
13 3.6 125 ± 1 4.7 0.7 0.7 13.0 3743
14 3.4 148 ± 7 9.0 1.7 0.6 18.4 2783
15 3.6 136 ± 3 4.8 0.9 0.7 15.3 4121
16 2.5 136 ± 3 11.8 2.6 1.3 10.9 1920
17 3.9 127 ± 4 6.0 1.0 0.5 17.3 3264
18 2.1 142 ± 17 15.5 2.2 0.8 22.0 2590
19 3.9 141 ± 4 5.4 0.5 2.0 12.1 3168
20 3.8 137 ± 2 3.8 0.9 0.9 11.5 3168
ID, fetal case number; Expert Score, mean of scores assigned across all categories by all reviewers (Cohort 1) or re-
viewer 1 only (Cohort 2); Heart Rate, mean and standard deviation of estimated fetal heart rates; Transformations,
global displacement, disp(A), and deviation from average slice transformation, dev(A);Outliers, percent of voxel, pvoxel,
and image frame, p frame, probabilities below 0.5;No. Frames, number of image frames contributing to volume recon-
struction, prior to outlier rejection. Images at the edges of the volume, i.e., those contributing fewer thanmedian(N j )/10
voxels, were excluded from these summary statistics as they hadminimal impact on the reconstructed volume but were
more likely to bemisaligned in space or time;Cohort 1, consecutive singletons scanned for method development and
evaluation;Cohort 2, fetuses scanned for clinical assessment;Median, Cohort 1median values.
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positions of the Ao and ductal arch (DA). A video of the reconstructed 4D volume (Video S2) and intermediate results for
motion-correction, cardiac synchronisation and outlier rejection (Figure S3) for this case are included in the Supporting
Information.
F IGURE 4 Reconstructed 4D cine volume of the heart of a healthy 28+0 week gestational age fetus (ID09).
(a) Volume rendering of blood pool in diastole showing arrangement and connections of chambers and vessels, for
reference. The reconstructed 4D data is shown re-sliced in (b) four chamber, (c) mid-short axis, (e) right ventricular
outflow tract, (f) left ventricular outflow tract, (g) aortic arch and (h) three vessel views. (d) A line profile at the
intersection of the four chamber andmid-short axis views (dashed yellow lines) shows the contraction and dilation of
the ventricles with cardiac phase (ϑ). Ventriculo-arterial connections can be seen in outflow tract views with the
pulmonary artery (PA) from the right ventricle (RV) in (e) and the aorta (Ao) arising from the left ventricle (LV) in (f).
Systemic venous connections of the superior (SVC) and inferior (IVC) vena cava with the right atrium (RA) can also be
seen in (f). The ductal arch (DA) can be seen in both (e) and (h), connecting the PA to the descending aorta (DAo), while
the Ao arch can be seen in (g) and (h). All boxes bounding the re-sliced viewsmeasure 65×65mm. The fetal heart is
shown in radiological orientation, i.e., image axes up and right relative to the page correspond to left, anterior and/or
superior anatomical directions. Views are shown using spatial B-spline interpolation to avoid voxel distortion.
Figure 5 shows a fetus with a cardiac tumour (ID11). The ability to visualise the relationship of the mass and
the myocardium in both space and time allowed for qualitative assessment of the impact of the tumour on cardiac
function. A particularly large outlier class was estimated in this case (44% of frames rejected) compared to all other
cases in cohort 1 (median 10% rejected, range 5–28%), however this particular heart was grossly different in shape and
appearance compared to the other fetal cases. It may be that the current implementation of outlier rejection is better
suited to fine, high-contrast anatomy, such as the normal fetal brain and heart, than to anatomy containing large regions
with homogeneous signal.
The expert evaluation is summarised in Figure 6 for fetal cases in cohort 1. Scores were generally high in all
categories suggesting a potential to assess a range of cardiac anatomy in the cine volumes. Mean scores were between 3
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and 4 for all fetal cases (median 3.4) in cohort 1 (Table 2) indicating that these cine volumes in were of adequate
quality to determinemost anatomical details. The lowest mean scores across all reviewers were for pulmonary venous
connections, atrioventricular connections, and arch anatomy, suggesting that small, complex anatomical features were
themost challenging for the reviewers. The reconstructed volumes of the second cohort of fetal subjects were visually
assessed by one reviewer (DL) and determined to be of similar high quality as the first cohort in themajority of cases,
while insufficient data resulted in reduced quality in two cases for which 1920 (ID16) and 2590 (ID18) image frames
were acquired covering the fetal heart, compared to aminimum of 3072 frames for all cases in cohort 1.
All steps of the proposedmethodwere performed as described, with the exception of two cases in cohort 1 that
required somemotion-corrupted data to bemanually excluded prior to reconstruction (ID04,ID07). Prior to excluding
motion-corrupted slices these two cases had dev(A) = 3.8 mm (ID04) and 2.5 mm (ID07), larger than than all other
cases in cohort 1 (median 1.3 mm, range 1.0–2.3 mm). Manual intervention resulted in dev(A) = 1.8 mm (ID04) and
2.3 mm (ID07), and yielded visually improved 4D cine reconstructions in both cases, though both received the lowmean
reviewer scores and had large outlier classes, as expected. Results frommotion-corrupted data are shown in Supporting
Figure S4.
Cine volumes were compared with 2D and STIC ultrasound in the cases where matched data was acquired. An
example is shown in Figure 7where the three imagingmethods are compared inmatched views. Though STIC quality
has been reported to be reduced in fetuses in the third trimester [28], the STIC volume of this 32+1 week gestational
age fetus was the best quality of those acquired. In the other six fetal cases withmatched ultrasound data, 2D echocar-
diography images were of comparable quality to those shown. However STIC volumes in four cases were clearly of poor
quality, particularly in the through-plane direction, presumably due to fetal motion, whileMRI 4D reconstructions were
of high quality in all seven cases withmatched US data.
Both 2DUS and STIC showed clear definition of vessel and chamber boundaries, including valves, with high spatial
and temporal resolution. Reconstructed cineMRI volumes had good contrast between blood and surrounding tissue.
However, visualisation of valves and other small and rapidly moving anatomywas limited due to the spatio-temporal
resolution of the acquisition. While the real-time aspect of 2D US made it robust to fetal motion, interpretation of
complex anatomywas limited to the views acquired at the time of examination. By contrast, both STIC andMRI cine
volumes allowed for offline analysis in arbitrary planes with full coverage of the heart and great vessels, facilitating
understanding of the spatial relationships between cardiovascular structures.
A complex-valued 4D cine volume is shown in Figure 8with the velocity-encoded phasemost sensitive to flow in
the fetal superior-inferior direction and themagnitude-valued volume shown as an anatomical reference. High flow can
be seen in the great vessels in systole, with reduced flow in diastole.
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F IGURE 5 Reconstructed 4D cine volume of the heart of a 33+3 week gestational age fetus (ID11) with large
fibroma, measuring 24×24×37mm, involving the lateral wall of the right ventricle. A segmented volume rendering is
shown in (a) superior and (b) anterior views, for reference of relative shape and position of the cardiac blood pool (blue
surface), fibroma (linedmesh) and pericardial effusion (dottedmesh). The reconstructed volume is shown in (c) four
chamber, (d) short axis, (e) right ventricular outflow tract and (f) right three chamber views. Extensive associated
pericardial effusion (PE) can be seen as bright signal surrounding the heart. The fibroma (asterisk) is encapsulated
within myocardial tissue and confined to themargin of the right ventricular (RV) cavity, causing external compression of
the right side of the heart, including the RV, right atrium (RA) and right ventricular outflow tract (RVOT), while the left
ventricle (LV), aorta (Ao), and both the superior (SVC) and inferior (IVC) vena cava appear normal. All boxes bounding
the re-sliced views in (c–f) measure 80×80mm and the fetal heart is shown in radiological orientation, i.e., image axes
towards the top and right of the page correspond to left, anterior and superior anatomical directions. Views are shown
using spatial B-spline interpolation to avoid voxel distortions.
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F IGURE 6 Reviewer score by evaluation category for cardiac cine volumes of eleven fetuses in cohort 1. Scores are
shown for reviewer 1 (left-pointing triangles), reviewer 2 (squares), and reviewer 3 (right-pointing triangles), with four,
seven, and one years experience reading cardiacMRI, respectively. Median reviewer scores are shown as large grey
markers while colouredmarkers denote scores for individual fetal cases.
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F IGURE 7 Comparison ofMRI and
ultrasound (US) in a 32+1 week
gestational age fetus (ID01) with
moderate dilation of the ascending aortic
root and rightward tortuosity of the
proximal ascending aorta. The fetal heart
is shown inmatched views in 2D
echocardiogram (left column),
4D spatio-temporal image
correlation (STIC) ultrasound (centre
column) and reconstructed 4D cineMRI
volumes (right column). Four chamber
views at (a)-(c) end-ventricular diastole
and (d)-(f) end-ventricular systole show
the alternating contraction and
expansion of the ventricles (LV,RV) and
atria (LA,RA), with balanced chambers.
(g)-(i) Left three chamber view,
(j)-(l) three vessel view and (m)-(o) aortic
arch in sagittal view revealing a dilated
aorta (Ao) at the sinotubular junction,
compared to the pulmonary artery (PA),
ductal arch (DA) and descending
aorta (DAo). Some artefacts can be seen
in the 2DUS images and STIC volumes,
occasionally obscuring cardiac anatomy,
whileMRI had good signal coverage of
the entire cardiovascular system. All
bounding boxesmeasuring 65×65mm
and the fetal heart is shown in
radiological orientation. The 4DMRI
views are shown using spatial B-spline
interpolation to avoid voxel distortions.
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F IGURE 8 Pseudo 4D velocity mapping in a healthy 30+3 week gestational age fetus (ID02). Complex-valued cine
volumemagnitude, |X |, and velocity-encoded phase, ∠X, are shown in (a)-(c) sagittal aortic arch plane, (d)-(f) three
vessel view and (g)-(i) coronal plane perpendicular to three vessel view. The phase of the reconstructed cine volumewas
most sensitive to velocities in the fetal superior-inferior direction, perpendicular to the target stack acquired transverse
to the fetal trunk. Flow in the inferior direction (blue), is seen in the descending aorta (DAo) and superior vena
cava (SVC), while flow in the superior direction (red) is seen in the ascending aorta (Ao) and pulmonary artery (PA). Peak
flows can be seen in systole, ϑs y s , with reduced flow during diastole, ϑd i a . The right atrium (RA) is labelled in (g) for
reference. The fetal heart is oriented in radiological convention with double-oblique planes shown using spatial B-spline
interpolation to avoid voxel distortion.
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4 | DISCUSSION
Whole-heart 4D reconstruction of the fetal heart frommulti-planar dynamicMRI was successful using the proposed
framework in all fetal cases with at least 3000 image frames covering the heart. These reconstructed volumes could be
visualised in any 2D plane without the need for highly-specific scan plane prescription prior to acquisition or maternal
breath hold tominimisemotion. The three-dimensional spatial aspect of these volumes allowed for interpretation of
the complex connections of the cardiac chambers and vessels, while the temporal aspect improved the depiction of
pulsatile anatomy.
Reconstructions of simulatedMR images confirmed that spatial and temporal features could be reliably recovered,
within the limits of the resolution of the acquisition. There was some blurring in the cine volumes reconstructed from
simulatedMR images compared to the high resolution ground truth, which can be attributed to the low spatio-temporal
resolution sampling of the dynamic data. Therewas also a ringing-like signal intensity effect in the cine volumes that was
apparent in the simulation results (Fig. 3d), but had amore subtle impact on the fetal results. This effect may arise from
the approximated in-plane spatial PSF, however testing is not straightforward due to the complexity of implementing
and computing a sinc PSF.
Overall high scores were assigned by three expert readers in an evaluation based on the segmental approach to
defining cardiac anatomy and pathology. The lowest scores were assigned in categories focused on small, complex
anatomical features, such as pulmonary venous connections and arch anatomy, where spatio-temporal resolution
limited the depiction of fine details, as was also the case for small septal defects and all atrioventricular and ventriculo-
arterial valves. Though a category such as ventricular morphology received high scores in this evaluation, as there was
enough other information to give the reviewers high confidence, particular abnormalities, such as valvular defects,
weremore visible in ultrasound images. However, some cardiac anatomywas obscured by artefact in the ultrasound
images due to acoustic shadowing and, in the case of STIC volumes, blurring and misalignment. The results of the
expert evaluation suggest that there is potential utility of the method to generate 4D volumes that can be used for
a comprehensive assessment of the fetal heart, either as an adjunct to ultrasound or in combination with otherMRI
techniques. For example, while aortic and ductal arch branching patterns may be difficult to determine in the 4D
reconstruction, a static volume reconstruction of T2-weighted spin echoMRI [29] maymore clearly depict the details of
the arch anatomy. However, 4D reconstruction captures cardiac movement across the entire cardiac cycle, whichmay
improve visualisation of anatomy affected by cardiac motion.
The proposed framework is fully automated aside from anatomical ROIs and identification of a target for initial
stack-stack registration. While these user-interactions are not particularly laborious, they could be replaced with
automated techniques for segmentation [30, 31] and target stack identification using ameasure of slice alignment [32].
Manual intervention was required to exclude data with significant motion in two cases in cohort 1. In the original
cine volumes reconstructed using thesemotion-corrupted data the anatomywas blurred and inconsistent as errors in
stack- and slice-wisemotion-correction lead to slice-slice cardiac synchronisation errors, and the reconstruction did
not converge to a good depiction of the underlying fetal heart. Amotionmetric [32] could be used in a preprocessing
stage to identify slices with significant motion prior to anymotion correction or cardiac synchronisation without need
for intervention. The focus of this work was on volumetric depiction of the whole fetal heart and, consequently, the
acquisition and reconstruction of k-t SENSEMRI was not fundamentally changed from the 2D implementation [4] and
many of the potential improvements previously suggested still apply.
The use of a constant heart rate for each slice does not accommodate beat-to-beat variation resulting in small
timing errors [4]. Cardiac monitoring using doppler ultrasound gating [33] or image-based self-gating [31, 34, 35] could
reduce these timing errors, either in combination with or instead of the current approach.
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Simulation experiments showed slice-slice cardiac synchronisation error of less than 5% of the cardiac cycle for the
range of displacementsmeasured in themajority of fetal cases (Fig. S1b), suggesting the proposedmethod provided
reliable results. Cardiac synchronisation was performed prior cine volume reconstruction in the proposed framework
and synchronisation errors may be improved if the two steps were interleaved in a similar manner to frame-volume
registration.
Outlier rejection was performed as implemented by Kuklisova et al. [5], with robust statistics shown to effectively
reduce the influence of inconsistent data. Asmagnitude-valued images were used, sensitivity to image artefacts that
manifest in the phase of complex-valued images was reduced compared to the complex-valued outlier rejection used in
the 2D framework [4]. However, this did not appear to have a dramatic effect as dynamic images were reconstructed
using spatially-uniform k-t SENSE regularisation, thereby suppressing image artefact to some extent. Complex-valued
outlier rejection should be possible in a velocity-sensitive reconstruction framework.
5 | CONCLUSION
In summary, four-dimensional representationof the fetal heart andgreat vesselswas achievedusing ahighly-accelerated
multi-planar dynamicMRI acquisition combined with retrospective motion correction, cardiac synchronisation, outlier
rejection and volumetric cine reconstruction in the image domain. The motion-tolerant framework did not require
maternal breath-hold or precise scan planning during acquisition, and reconstruction was fully automated aside from
user-specified fetal heart and chest ROIs. The framework proved to be robust when used on fetal data and successfully
generated good quality cine volumes in all fetal cases where sufficient data was collected covering the entire fetal heart.
Experts had an overall high confidence in a comprehensive evaluation of the fetal heart using the reconstructed cine
volumes.
Reconstructions from simulatedMR images confirmed that correct spatial and temporal features could be reliably
recovered, though there was some blurring due to the spatio-temporal resolution of the acquired dynamic images. The
use of image-domainmotion correctionmethods conferred significant advantages in terms of outlier rejection and the
ability to accommodate quite large fetal motion, but had the downside of presenting major challenges for increasing the
spatial and temporal resolution of the dynamicMR acquisition.
The proposedmethods show promise as a framework for motion-corrected reconstruction and 4D assessment
of the fetal heart and great vessels. Promising results from a preliminary assessment of velocity-sensitive volume
reconstruction suggest potential for simultaneous reconstruction of a four-dimensional cine and fully-encoded velocity
volumes frommulti-planar dynamic bSSFPMRI.
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Figure S1. Optimisation and evaluation using simulatedMR images. (a) Reconstruction parameter optimisation. (b–
c) Optimisation and (d–e)assessment of 4D reconstruction.
VideoS2. Animationdemonstrating spatial and temporal aspects of 4Dwhole-heart reconstructionof healthy28+0week
gestational age fetus (ID09) shown in Figure 4, with volume rendering of blood pool (red) for reference.
Figure S3. Example cardiac synchronisation, motion-correction and outlier rejection results in healthy 28+0 week
gestational age fetus (ID09) shown in Figure 4. (a) Estimated heart rates. (b) Estimated spatial transformations and
image frame-wise probabilities. (c–d) Outlier rejection in the presence of motion. (e) Voxel- and (f) frame-wise robust
statistics.
Figure S4. Significant movement of 29+6 week gestational age fetus (ID04). (a–b) DynamicMR images and (c–d) impact
of fetal movement on reconstructed cine volume.
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F IGURE S1 (a) Normalised root mean square error (NRMSE ) between 4D cine volume,X∗, reconstructed from
simulatedMR images using known transformations and cardiac phases, and the ground truth cine volume,χ. Error
contourmaps are shown forX∗ [nSR] after nSR = 5 to 30 super-resolution iterations for a range of values for
regularisation controlling parameter, λ˜, and edge definition parameter, δ , used for edge-preserving regularisation.
Values of δ are given relative tomean signal intensity. The star indicates the selected reconstruction parameter values.
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F IGURE S1 Assessment of 4D cine reconstruction usingMR images simulated from numerical phantom.
(b) Change in normalised root mean square error (NRMSE ) between cine volume reconstructed using known
transformations and cardiac phases,X∗ [nSR], and ground truth,χ∗, with number of number of super-resolution
iterations, nSR . Based on these results, N˜SR = 20 iterations were used for the final volume reconstruction iteration when
reconstructing fetal data. (c) NRMSE versus number of stacks used in reconstruction showing a small decrease in
error with increasing number of stacks, suggesting that all stacks available be used in the reconstruction. (d) Root mean
square error (RMSE ) of estimated cardiac phases after slice-slice cardiac synchronisation versusmean displacement of
A∗. The lowest errors occurred for disp(A∗) in the range of 2.3 to 9.3mmwith RMSE (θ,θ∗) < 332pi , or approximately
0.05 t RR . The lowest RMSE (θ,θ∗)was 120pi , for simulatedMR images with a disp(A∗) = 5.6mm,, equivalent to 10msfor themean R-R interval measured in the fetal study (404ms). For reference, themedian disp(A)measured in Cohort 1
was 5.8 ± 1.8mm. Very low levels of movement resulted in reduced overlap between slices and, consequently,
misalignment of the cardiac cycle in slices that had very little overlap with all other slices. Conversely, the overlap
between slices increased with somemovement, resulting in an improvement in cardiac synchronisation. However, large
displacements lead to blurring inXl and an increase in the cardiac synchronisation error for all slices. (e) The accuracy
of motion correction was quantified as target registration error (TRE), defined as
T RE (A,A∗) = ∑j ∑k dist (Ak (yj k ),A∗k (yj k )) /∑k N j , where dist (Ak (yj k ),A∗k (yj k )) is the spatial distance between theposition of voxel yj k transformed by Ak and A∗k . TRE is shown for estimated transformations for stack-stack,slice-volume, and frame-volume registrations (blue line), with NRMSE between 4D cine volumes reconstructed using
estimated transformations and ground truth transformations usingNSR = 20 iterations (red line). TRE improved across
the registration stages resulting in a finalT RE (A,A∗) = 1.34mm, equivalent to 2/3 the acquired in-plane resolution,
after NMC = 3 frame-volume registration iterations, similar to theT RE measured previously for fetal brain volume
reconstruction 0.72mm for 1mm in-plane resolution images [5]. A similar decrease in NRMSE was observed between
cine volumes reconstructed with estimated transformations and ground truth transformations. No clear improvement
was observed for higher number of motion correction iterations, suggesting that NMC = 3 is sufficient.
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F IGURE S2 Animation demonstrating spatial and temporal aspects of 4Dwhole-heart reconstruction of healthy
28+0 week gestational age fetus (ID09) shown in Figure 4, with volume rendering of blood pool (red) for reference.
Video can be viewed at http://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.7413566.
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F IGURE S3 (a) Estimated heart rate (top row) for each slice acquired in a healthy 28+0 week gestational age
fetus (ID09), withmean heart rate 150±5 bpm (401±13ms). Unreliable heart rate estimates (red crosses) were
identified using the height (middle row) andwidth (bottom row) of the peak in the temporal frequency spectrum used to
estimate the heart rate, as shown in Fig. 2. Threshold limits (horizontal lines, peak height 0.02, peak width 15.5 bpm)
were calculated as three scaledmedian absolute deviations from themedian. The heart rates for slices with peak
heights less than the threshold were replacedwith values linearly interpolated from temporally adjacent slices.
Subsequently, heart rates for slices with peak widths above the threshold were replaced in a similar manner. Motion
correction and outlier rejection results are shown in Fig. S3b for the all image frames acquired in the timewindow
indicated by the grey vertical band (38 to 83 seconds).
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F IGURE S3 (b) Estimated transformations, displacements and image frame-wise probabilities for six consecutive
slices in one stack of multi-planar dynamicMR images acquired in a 28+0 week gestational age fetus (ID09),
corresponding to timewindowmarked in Fig. S3a. An episode of fetal movement can be seen from acquisition time
72-78 s in the fifth and sixth slices shown. Translations tx, ty and tz are with respect to scanner right-left,
anterior-posterior and superior-inferior directions, respectively. Rotations rx, ry and rz are about scanner y-z, x-z and
x-y axes, respectively. Translation and rotation of the average slice transformation are plotted as dotted lines.
Displacement of image frame-wise transformations, dev (Ak ) = ∑j d i st (Al (yj k ),Ak (yj k )) /N j , and average slicetransformations, disp(Al ) = ∑k ∈slicel ∑j d i st (Al (yj k ),Ak (yj k )) /∑k ∈slicel N j , are plotted as solid and dotted lines,respectively. Deviation from the average slice transformation, dev(Ak ), is shown relative to disp(Al ). In the slices shown,
dev(Al ) = 0.8, 1.4, 0.6, 1.0, 2.8 and 1.6 mm. Arrows on the time axis of the fifth slice indicate the image frames shown on
the top (t) and bottom (b) rows in Fig. S3c.
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F IGURE S3 Voxel-wise error and probability maps for two image frames from the same slice acquired in high
transverse plane in a 28+0 week gestational age fetus (ID09) at completion of 4D cine reconstruction. Image frames
correspond tomarkers in Fig. S3b, for (c) frame acquired during a period of no fetal movement and (d) frame acquired
during a period of fetal movement (bottom row). Cropped views of the fetal heart show, from left to right,
intensity-corrected images (Y∗
k
), images (Ŷk ) generated using Eq. 1, error maps (Ek ) and voxel-wise probability
maps (Pvoxel
k
).
F IGURE S3 Outlier rejection using voxel- and image frame-wise robust statistics in a 28+0 week gestational age
fetus (ID09) at completion of 3D cine reconstruction. (e) Voxel-wise error distribution with likelihood,Ð(e) (solid green
line), of observing error, e , modelled as themixture of a Gaussian-distributed inlier class (dashed green line) and
uniformly-distributed outlier class (dashed red line). Distribution parameters were estimated bymaximising the
log-likelihood ofÐ(e) and used tomap error to voxel-wise probability, pvoxel (solid orange line). (f) Distribution of image
frame potentials, q , with likelihood,Ð(q ) (solid green line), modelled as themixture of Gaussian-distributed inlier
(dashed green line) and outlier (dashed red line) classes, with expectationmaximisation ofÐ(q ) resulting in frame-wise
probability weighting, p frame (solid orange line).
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F IGURE S4 DynamicMR images and reconstructed 4D heart of a 29+6 week gestational age fetus (ID04) with
isolated right aortic arch. Cropped views of selected image frames in one slice and line profile across the fetal heart and
chest corresponding to yellow dashed line for all frames in the slice for (a) a slice with little fetal movement,
dev(Al ) = 0.9mm, and (b) a slice with large fetal movements, dev(Al ) = 10.1mm, from the same stack.
(c) Reconstruction using all acquired dynamic images resulting in a 4D volume corrupted bymotion. (d) Exclusion of 19
of 54 total slices resulting in a 4D reconstruction with improved quality, particularly in the definition and detail of the
arch anatomy in question. The heart is shown in (c) and (d) at end-ventricular diastole in, from left to right: four chamber
view, short axis view, three chamber view, high transverse view, similar to a three vessel view, and as a line profile at the
intersection of the long and short axes (dashed yellow lines) showing a cross section of the ventricles across cardiac
phases (ϑ). The aortic (Ao) arch can be seen emerging from the left ventricle (LV), and then passing between the left
atrium (LA) and right ventricle (RV) in the three vessel view. The vascular ring can be also be seen in the high transverse
view, with the superior vena cava (SVC) at right and the duct arch (AD) passing to the left of the trachea (T), as normal,
while the aorta (Ao) passes to the right. Manual exclusion of data was required in two of twenty cases (ID04,ID07).
